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Abstrat

We review the methods urrently available for the analysis of regional

datasets haraterised by possible non-stationarity over time and both strong

and weak spatial dependene and present, as a representative ase study, a

omparative analysis of the regional development of the Italian manufatur-

ing industries in the seond halves of the 19th and 20th enturies. For highly

heterogenous datasets we suggest a two-stages approah: (1) �t a dynami

fator model with endogenous determination of the number of fators; (2)

estimate a spatial model for the de-fatored data. Applying this strategy we

�nd two similar non-stationary fators su�ient to explain long-run growth

of the whole set of series examined in both enturies. Further, the results

suggest that some onditional spatial error orretion mehanisms seem to

have been in ation in both enturies.
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1 Introdution

Regional panel data of eonomi variables suh as GDP or unemployment typially

appear as sets of time series following losely related paths. In fat, often the links

among the di�erent series are so evident that it is natural to suspet all of them to

depend upon some �ommon fator�: a striking example are the Duth provinial

unemployment rates studied by Hallek Vega and Elhorst (2016). Interestingly,

this seemingly obvious fat has for a long time been largely negleted by the spatial

eonometri literature, typially developed under the assumption that the value of

a variable in eah spatial unit is determined by a mixture of idiosynrati shoks

and spillovers from other units whih, in aord with Tobler's (1970) �First law

of geography�, deay with distane. In other terms, the fundamental assumption

of this literature is that the data are only weakly dependent over spae. Spatial

autoregressive (SAR), spatial error autoorrelation (SEM), and spatial Durbin

(SDM) models, in stati or panel form (see e.g., Elhorst, 2010, 2014) have all been

developed as modelling tools for spatially weakly dependent data, and are perfetly

adequate in these irumstanes. However, if the units inluded in the panel do

depend upon some ommon fator their links will not deay with distane: in fat,

two neighbouring units may be even less orrelated than two units whih are far-

ther away from eah other, but more strongly orrelated with the ommon fator.

Then spatial dependene is strong (or pervasive), and the SAR/SEM models are

learly not adequate any more. Whih in these irumstanes may be an adequate

modelling strategy is however not so lear: Bailey, Holly and Pesaran (2016) sug-

gested a two-stage approah, while on the other Hallek Vega and Elhorst (2016)

(and later also Ciarelli and Elhorst, 2016) a simultaneous one. In this paper we

review the topi and present, as a ase study, a omparative disaggregate analy-

sis of the regional development of the Value Added in the Italian manufaturing

industries in two periods about a entury apart, 1861-1913 and 1970-2003

1

. This

ase study will highlight the need to onsider for highly heterogenous panels a

fully general method allowing endogenous determination of the number of fators.

The paper is organized as follows: setion 2 disusses the modelling set-up; se-

tion 3 provides a desriptive analysis of the data; setion 4 presents the empirial

estimates, while Setion 5 onludes.

1

In di�erent ways, these are both important periods from the point of view of regional de-

velopment in Italy. The �rst is indeed onsidered as a nodal point for all advaned apitalist

ountries (see e.g. Maddison 1995), while during the latter growth, strongly onentrated in

the industrialised regions of North-West Italy in the 1950's and '60's, spread to the rest of the

ountry as well (see e.g., Terrasi, 1999; Bianhi, 2002).
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2 Modelling Set-up

A panel of regional time series haraterised by strong spatial dependene due to

ommon fators and weak dependene due to spatial spillovers an be modelled

following di�erent approahes, with inreasing degrees of generality. For the sake

of simpliity we shall review them in turn assuming univariate spatial modelling,

as the multivariate generalisation (Spatial Durbin models) is immediate.

Case A: Observed fator(s)

The simplest approah is assuming that the spatial units share one (or possibly

more, the number learly does not matter) observed ommon fator. From a

univariate perspetive a natural andidate is the national level of the variable

of interest, as in the Brehling (1967) model of British regional unemployment.

For a set of regions, other obvious examples of exogenous variables whih may

qualify as observable ommon fators inlude global variables, e.g., oil pries, and

national poliy variables, e.g., interest rates. Augmenting a spatial model with this

observable ommon fator(s), so to model strong and weak spatial dependene

simultaneously, is then a rather natural idea. For the sake of simpliity let us

onsider the ase of a single, stati fator, as the generalisation to dynami fators

is immediate.

Let Y be the variable of interest measured over t = 1, . . . , T periods in r =
1, . . . , R regions, and Y the T × R matrix olleting the time series for the R
regions. Denoting by W the spatial weights matrix W of dimension R×R, by F

the T×1 vetor of the observed ommon fator and by ε the matrix of idiosynrati

errors assumed to be spatially unorrelated, a model inluding ommon fators and

spatial lags an be essentially written as follows:

Y = FΛ+YWγ0+ε (1)

where Λ, the 1×R vetor of loadings mapping F onto Y, and γ0, the salar spatial
autoregressive oe�ient, are estimated simultaneously. By analogy with Fator-

Augmented VARs (FAVARs; Bernanke, Boivin, and Eliasz, 2005), model (1) an

be labeled Fator-augmented Spatial Autoregressive model, FASAR. Rearranging

and expanding the inverse of (I−Wγ) as a sum with geometrially deaying

weights we obtain

Y = (FΛ+ ε)(I−Wγ0)
−1

= (FΛ+ ε)(I+Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0 + . . .)

= FΛ(I+Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0 + . . .) + ε(I+Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0 + . . .)

= FΛ̃+ ε(I+Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0 + . . .) (2)
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where Λ̃ = Λ(I +Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0
+ . . .) measures the impat of the ommon

fator on eah region taking into aount both diret and indiret e�ets, and

(I+Wγ0 +W
2γ2

0 + . . .) desribes the spatial transmission of the shoks ε. As

remarked above, this model has the lear advantage of allowing spatial spillovers

to originate from both the idiosynrati shoks, ε, and the ommon permanent

omponents, FΛ, and estimating their oe�ients simultaneously. On the other

hand, it hinges on the assumption that the ommon omponent is adequately

aptured by the observed fator F both in the time and spae domain. The �rst

part of the assumption is partiularly important if Y is non-stationary. If this

is the ase and Y does not ointegrate with F we will have a unit root in the

autoregressive part of the model, or, in ase this is absent, in the model residuals.

A formal test of ointegration between Y and F may be devised exploiting the rih

literature on panel ointegration with dependent units (e.g., Palm, Smeekens and

Urbain, 2010, Di Iorio and Fahin, 2014). Further, the naive solution of thrusting

the model as long as the point estimate of the AR oe�ient is omfortably smaller

than 1 will probably be adequate in most irumstanes.

As far the spae domain is onerned, the problem is that if the ommon fa-

tor does not apture all pervasive spatial dependene in Y the SAR part of the

model, whih assumes weak spatial dependene, is not legitimate. As disussed in

Ciarelli and Elhorst (2016), two diagnostis may help to test for the presene of

unmodelled strong spatial dependene in the residuals: the CD ross-dependene

test by Pesaran (2015) and the α measures of ross-setional dependene by Bai-

ley, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015). The former, essentially the average ross-

orrelation oe�ient resaled for the time and ross-setion sample sizes, is a test

for the null hypothesis of weak dependene. To de�ne more preisely what this

means let us onsider the behaviour of the average ross-orrelation (ρ) as the

ross-setion sample size N grows. To this end, let us write it as a funtion of

the sample size as ρ = O(N2α−2), so that α is the ontration rate of ρ. Then,
if α = 1 average orrelation tends to a non-zero value, as O(N2α−2) = O(1). If

instead 0 < α < 1, ρ will onverge to zero as N grows. However, the speed of

onvergene will be fast enough to de�ne the spatial dependene as weak only for

α < 0.5. When instead we have about 0.75 < α < 1 the onvergene will be so

slow that the dependene an be de�ned strong. Suppose now that these spatial

diagnostis (ρ, α) point to unmodelled strong spatial dependene in the residuals.

The �rst hypothesis we might take into aount is that the single fator assump-

tion is orret, but the observed variable does not apture it adequately. We an

then move to the next ase.
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Case B: A single unobservable fator

As antiipated above, this is the most obvious generalisation of the ase of a single

observable fator. Following Pesaran (2006), a simple onsistent estimate of a

single unobservable fator in�uening a set of regional time series an be easily

obtained taking their simple average. Obviously, in most irumstanes this will

not give a result appreiably di�erent from using the national value, as done on

a priori grounds in Case A above following the Brehling approah. Realling

that national values are weighted averages of the regional ones, Hallek Vega and

Elhorst (2016) point out that the two solutions (simple averages and national

values) are in fat also formally equivalent, as Pesaran (2006) remarks that any

weighted average with weights O(1/N) will satisfy the onsisteny requirement.

One obtained the fator estimate we an then proeed exatly as in Case

A, estimating the fator-augmented univariate or multivariate spatial model of

interest. For instane, Ciarelli and Elhorst (2016) estimate a Spatial Durbin

model of the spatial di�usion of igarette onsumption in the 19th entury Italian

provines inluding, along a set of explanatory variables, the simple average aross

provines of the dependent variable (at time t and t − 1, as in Hallek Vega and

Elhorst, 2016) as an estimate of the ommon nation-wide trend. Carrion-i-Silvestre

and Surdeanu (2016) use a similar approah to model a prodution funtion for

the Spanish regions.

Now, suppose that the spatial diagnostis turn out to be still unsatisfatory:

learly, the neessary onlusion is that the assumption of a single fator is too re-

stritive. One solution might be to searh for additional aggregate variables whih

may qualify as observable ommon fators, or, in ase of plausible regional growth

lubs, identify these groups on the basis of a priori information and ompute the

estimates of their respetive ommon fators taking group averages. However, this

is arguably a rather awkward proess, with no guarantee to onverge to a satisfa-

tory model. Essentially, we need to allow for a more general struture, allowing

from the outset for N > 1 unobservable fators. These may still be rather easily

estimated, but at the ost of abandoning simultaneous modelling of strong and

weak dependene and moving to the two-stages strategy advoated by Bailey et

al (2016). Here we have two options, assuming the number N to be known or

unknown. Let us see the former �rst.

Case C: A known number of unobservable fators

Sine stati fators are by de�nition orthogonal, if their number is known their

estimation is easily arried out by iterated simple averages. More preisely, the

estimate of the �rst latent fator will be the simple average of the Y ′

i s, and its

loadings obtained by regression of the Y ′

i s on the estimated fator. The seond
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fator, orthogonal to the �rst, is simply the average of the regression residuals, and

the loadings estimated in the same way; and so forth. Having estimated in this �rst

stage the ommon omponents we may move in the seond stage to model the de-

fatored data. These, provided the assumption on the number of ommon fators

is orret and the ross-setion sample size is large enough to yield good estimates

of the latent fators, will be weakly dependent over spae and time, and may be

modelled using spatial eonometri tehniques, similarly to what presribed by the

spatial �ltering approah by Getis and Gri�th (2002). Formally, and using for the

sake of exposition only, a stati spatial model:

Y= FΛ+ Z (3a)

Z = ZWγ + u (3b)

The assumption of ointegration between data and estimated fators may be

tested, as suggested above, adapting some panel ointegration test. Sine equa-

tion (3b) is a spatial model spei�ed for the de-fatored data, Z, whih are the

residuals of the approximate fator model (3a), we an desribe (3a)-(3b) as a

Fator-augmented SEM, FASEM. Expanding the inverse the seond equation may

be written as:

Z = u(I−Wγ)−1
(4)

= u(I+Wγ +W
2γ2 + . . .) (5)

and the FASEM model in single-equation form as

Y= FΛ+ u(I+Wγ +W
2γ2 + . . .)

whih shows learly how now the e�ets of the ommon fator on the various units

are assumed to not produe any spillovers, while the shoks u are allowed to

2

.

This assumption is thus added to the one that the number of ommon fators is

known. Indiret indiations on the validity of the latter assumption an be gained

from the spatial properties of the residuals u, whih will be weakly dependent only

if the number of fators inluded in (3b) is not smaller than the true number of

latent fators. In other terms, the number of fators in (3a) an be simply �xed

at a number large enough to ensure spatially unorrelated residuals. Although

this pragmati approah may prove to be pratially e�ient, it ould be argued

2

Alternatively, substituting from (3a) into (3b) and rearranging, we an see that the spa-

tial spillover oe�ient of the fator is onstrained to be equal to that of the spatially lagged

dependent variable. This is the spatial analogue of what in the 1980's literature on dynami

modelling was de�ned the �ommon fator restrition� of the Cohrane-Orutt transformation

(Hoover, 1988). Clearly the term fator was used in a ompletely di�erent sense.
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that estimating the number of fators on the basis of a formalised proedure with

known properties may be preferable to heking ex-post if the assumed number is

adequate. The last, and most general, approah answers to this objetion.

Case D: Unknown number of unobservable fators

This fully general set-up is at the basis of the approximate fator model literature.

In this modelling tradition the most ommon solution is to estimate the latent

fators using prinipal omponents (PC); Maximum Likelihood estimation is also

possible, but de�nitely less popular (two examples are Watson and Engle, 1983,

and Doz, Giannone and Reihlin, 2012). Approximate fator models, whih allow

for data-based onsistent seletion of the number of fators, enjoy growing pop-

ularity in maroeonometri and �nanial appliations

3

where they are typially

applied to datasets inluding a very large number of time series (in our ase, the

variable of interest over regions). For our purpose a fundamental di�erene with

the average-based estimation method is that the PC proedure an only yield an

estimate of the ommon omponents χ = FΛ; the ommon fator F as suh is

not identi�ed. We will thus not be able to estimate FASARs inluding fators as

regressors, and the two-stage approah leading to a FASEM spei�ation (either

stati or dynami) is the only feasible option even in the simplest ase of a single

fator.

In their more general form, approximate fator models allow for the possible

existene of both non-stationary (trend) fators and stationary (ylial) fators:

Y= FΛ+GΦ + Z (6)

where now F is a T×k1 matrix of non-stationary ommon fators, Λ the k1×N
matrix of their loadings,G a T×k0 matrix of stationary ommon fators andΦ the

k0×N matrix of their loadings, Z the matrix of weakly dependent (over spae and

time) de-fatored data. Sine the stationary fators an be �rst di�erenes of the

non-stationary ones this more general model allows for dynami fators. Although

most of both the theoretial developments and appliations of fator models are

for stationary variables, results allowing onsistent estimation of the number of

fators (say, k) are disussed by Bai (2004) and, more reently, Barigozzi, Lippi and

Luiani (2016). Estimation of fators and loadings is essentially based on PCs, as

in the stationary ase. An important advantage of PC estimation is that, sine the

estimated residuals onverge asymptotially to the population unobserved values

3

See, e.g., Stok and Watson (2002a, 2002b), Forni, Hallin, Lippi and Reihlin (2005)

Kapetanios and Pesaran (2007). Examples of appliations to foreasting and onstrution of

ylial indiators are given by e.g., Giannone, Reihlin and Small (2008) and Altissimo, Crista-

doro, Forni, Lippi and Veronese (2010).
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(Bai, 2004, lemma 1), their time series properties an be studied using standard

(panel) unit root tests for observed data. An appliation along these lines using PC

estimators of the ommon fators is inluded in Carrion-i-Silvestre and Surdeanu

(2016), who use (along the ross-setion averages mentioned above) the Cup-type

estimators by Bai, Kao and Ng (2009).

Summing up, regional datasets showing signs of strong and weak spatial de-

pendene may takled following approahes with inreasing degrees of generality,

disussed above from Case A, known number of observable fator(s), to Case D,

unknown number of unobservable fators. While some datasets may be suess-

fully modelled using the simpler approahes, highly heterogenous ones are likely

to require the the most omplex one. In these irumstanes the most general

modelling strategy, whih does not hinge upon any assumption on the number

and observability of the fators, seems to be the following generalisation of the

two-stage approah. First, �t the dynami fator model (6) to the data, with the

number of fators estimated using one of the information riteria proposed in the

literature and fators and loadings estimated by PCs. Seond, evaluate the hy-

potheses that the estimated residuals are weakly dependent over spae (CD test,

α exponent) and time (unit root tests, in standard and panel version). If neither

is rejeted, the fator model is adequate and a spatial model, possibly in panel

form, for the de-fatored data an be estimated.

We an now move to our ase study, whih will give the opportunity to disuss

some important details.

3 Patterns of regional industrial growth

Understanding the proesses driving regional development ideally requires annual

time series of data disaggregated at both the spatial and industrial level. His-

torial data with this level of detail are generally not available, but Italy onsti-

tutes an exeption. As a result of a long-term projet sponsored by the Bank

of Italy, Ciarelli and Fenoaltea (2009, 2014) onstruted annual time series of

value added at 1911 pries for 12 manufaturing industries and 16 NUTS 2 areas

(regioni, hereafter regions) for the period 1861, the year when the Kingdom of

Italy was o�ially delared, to 1913, the eve of the First World War. Based on

this reent dataset, we analyze onsider 10 manufaturing industries (Foodstu�s,

Textiles, Clothing, Leather, Wood, Metalmaking, Engineering, Non-metalli min-

eral produts, Chemial and rubber, and Paper) in 16 regions, for a total of 159

industry/region ombinations observed over 53 years.

4

4

The only exeption is the Metalmaking setor, virtually absent in the southern region of

Basiliata. We note that we omitted the data on the Tobao and Sundry industries. The former

was very small (on average aounting for less than 1% of total value added in manufaturing)
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Paradoxially, historial data on industry are riher than those available for

the more reent deades. In our ase the longest and most detailed dataset avail-

able, assembled by the researh entre CRENoS of the University of Cagliari and

based on Istat data, overs value added at 1995 pries for six broad industry ag-

gregates (Food, Beverages and Tobao; Textiles, lothing, leather and footwear;

Minerals and non-metalli mineral produts; Metal produts and mahinery and

transport equipment; Paper, and printing produts; Wood, rubber and other in-

dustrial produts) for 20 NUTS 2 regions. The time period over the years from

1970 (the beginning of detailed Italian national aounts series) to 2003. We thus

have 120 industry/region ombinations observed over 34 years.

5

The Italian manufaturing industry developed later than in more advaned

European ountries, so that our study overs the early phases of the ountry's

industrialization. During 1861-1913 value added at 1911 pries of the aggregate

of the 10 industries here onsidered grew at an average annual rate of about 2.3

perent. As a onsequene, the 1913 �gure was over three times that of 1861.

Approximately a entury later, average aggregate real growth turned out to be

strikingly similar: about 2.5% from 1970 to 2003 for the entire Manufaturing

industry.

Figure 1 shows that in both periods the ontributions to growth varied signif-

iantly, with distributions of average growth rates over the industry/region pairs

whih at �rst sight also appear strikingly similar. The shapes are indeed almost

idential, but examining their supports we an see that the 1970-2003 distribu-

tion is slightly more onentrated and shifted to the right with respet to that for

1861-1913 (1970-2003: minimum -0.4, maximum 9.3, range 9.7; 1861-1913: min

-2.6, max 8.4, range 11.0). Consistently, the number of negative values identifying

shrinking industry/region pairs was slightly higher in the 19th entury (�ve against

three). Even taking suh a simpli�ed view there learly is a wide heterogeneity to

be explained.

We an go into some detail by examining the marginal row and olumns of

Tables 1 and 2, whih report simple averages

6

for eah region and industry over

the two periods. Let us disuss the 19th entury �rst (Table 1). The traditional

industries produing onsumption goods (inluding Food and Textiles) generally

grew more slowly (rates between 1.2 and 1.5 perent) than those essentially tied

to the prodution of investment and intermediate goods (espeially Metalmaking,

Non metalli minerals, Chemials and Paper, with growth rates between 3.5 and

and run as a State monopoly, hene with peuliar loalisation and growth patterns. Sundry

industries had an even smaller share, on average about 0.5% of total value added, and is far too

an heterogenous aggregate to be of any interest.

5

Further details on both datasets are provided in the Appendix.

6

Giving equal weight to all values, these re�et the underlying heterogeneity better than

average growth rates of the regional and national industry aggregates.
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Figure 1: Distribution over industries and regions of value added rates of growth.

A. 1861-1913 B.1970-2003
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Soure: see text.

4.6 perent). The extremes of the ranking are on one side the stagnating Leather

industry, with an average growth rate of just 0.3 perent, on the other the Metal-

making industry, with a growth rate larger than 10 perent. Wide heterogeneity

is also present among regions, with manufaturing valued added in Liguria (in the

North-West; a map is reported in the Appendix) expanding three times as fast

as Basiliata, in the South (respetively, 4.6 and 1.5 perent). Reading Table 1

row-wise is informative about regional growth of total manufaturing industry. In

this metri, the leading role of the North-West (Piedmont, Liguria and Lombardy)

is evident. A North-South divide is also learly visible.

7

The North-West average,

3.4, is muh higher than both that of the North-East (Emilia, Venetia) and of

the Centre (from Tusany to Latium), respetively 2.6 and 2.7 perent. These, in

turn, are learly higher than that of the South, 2.1 perent.

Table 2 refers to the more reent 1970-2003 period. Comparisons between

historial and modern data are of ourse to be taken with aution, both for the

broader de�nition of industry aggregates in modern data, and for the di�erent

internal omposition of eah industrial setor. With this important aveats in

mind, we an see that in 1970-2003, as already in 1861-1913, the slowest growth

of the aggregate take plae in the ore onsumption goods industries, Food and

Textiles (respetively, 2.9 and 1.7 p..). Metal and Non-metal, two industries

produing essentially investment and intermediate goods, have instead two of the

highest average rates of growth (both slightly above 3.5 p..).

The onsiderations made so far refer to long-run averages. Figures 2-3 illustrate

7

Sine the 1950's the area with a triangular shape with verties in the main ities of these three

regions Turin, Genoa, and Milan, has been ommonly referring to as �the industrial triangle�, to

emphasise its leading role as the ore of the Italian industrial system.
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Table 1: Average growth rates of value added at 1911 pries (×100 ) during

1861-1913, by setors and regions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Food Text Cloth Leath Wood Metal Eng NMet Chem Paper Average

PI 1.33 3.19 2.55 1.69 1.37 4.97 3.50 3.80 4.47 4.94 3.18

LI 2.35 2.79 2.74 2.09 1.90 6.20 4.20 4.92 4.89 3.75 3.58

LO 1.51 3.48 2.35 1.95 1.92 4.80 3.89 4.79 4.97 5.12 3.48

VE 1.20 3.26 1.41 1.58 1.56 3.59 1.97 3.70 3.71 3.92 2.59

EM 2.03 -0.28 2.49 1.84 1.64 3.51 2.56 3.65 3.74 4.47 2.57

TU 1.18 2.43 1.75 1.88 1.62 5.94 2.58 3.26 4.56 4.65 2.99

MA 0.96 0.32 1.61 1.80 1.33 2.86 1.51 4.11 3.59 5.12 2.32

UM 0.83 2.62 1.41 1.86 1.08 8.36 2.06 4.39 7.34 4.85 3.48

LA 1.14 -0.9 2.68 1.96 1.28 1.04 2.74 2.46 3.26 5.78 2.14

AB 0.78 1.35 1.33 1.86 1.48 7.40 0.66 2.44 3.42 4.94 2.57

CM 1.41 -0.61 1.60 2.19 1.44 4.42 2.28 1.81 2.67 3.97 2.12

AP 1.50 0.94 2.15 2.26 2.20 2.89 2.24 3.07 2.87 5.88 2.60

BA 0.34 -0.08 0.96 1.62 0.92 - 0.16 1.79 0.20 3.30 1.02

CL 1.12 0.59 1.48 2.05 1.77 -2.63 0.67 5.18 1.74 4.34 1.63

SI 1.41 -2.15 2.17 2.19 1.69 2.46 1.93 4.16 2.41 4.41 2.07

SA 2.22 2.70 2.40 2.18 2.20 4.08 1.73 3.09 1.53 4.17 2.63

Average 1.33 1.23 1.94 1.92 1.59 3.99 2.17 3.54 3.46 4.60 2.57

Column headers: Food: Foodstu�s; Text: Textiles; Cloth: Clothing; Leath: Leather; Metal:

Metalmaking; Eng: Engineering; NMet: Non-metal mineral produts; Chem: Chemials and

rubber. Row headers: PI: Piedmont; LI: Liguria; LO: Lombardy; VE: Venetia; EM = Emilia-

Romagna; TU: Tusany; MA: Marhes; UM = Umbria; LA: Latium; AB = Abruzzi; CM =

Campania; AP: Apulia; BA: Basiliata; CL: Calabria; SI: Siily; SA; Sardinia. In bold ase:

values greater than the national olumn average (bottom row).

Soure: Authors' elaborations on Ciarelli and Fenoaltea (2009, 2014).

instead the annual evolution of value added in manufaturing, by regions and

industries. Aggregate regional value added (Figure 2) tend to move together, even

though the o-movement di�er among the various regions. Cylial peaks in the

late 1880s and late 1970s ourred for instane in several regions.

Patterns of setoral growth (Figure 3) are also of some interest. The upper

part of the �gure refers to the 1861-1913 period, and show that setors tied to

the prodution of onsumption goods (Panel A.1) tends to evolve gradually, while

ylial variations are more pronouned for setors related to the prodution of

durables suh as engineering, metalmaking, and wood (Panel A.2). The lower

part of the �gure refers to the more reent time period. The early 1980s registered

a generalized slowdown in both the setor tied to the prodution of onsumption

goods and the prodution of durables.

The pitures, as expeted, onvey the general image of non-stationary, trending

11



Table 2: Average growth rates of value added (×100 ) during 1970-2003, by

setors and regions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Food Text Wood Metal NMet Paper Average

PI 3.04 -0.16 1.35 -0.43 1.83 2.18 1.30

AV 1.39 0.34 1.09 -0.31 5.44 3.38 1.89

LO 2.65 1.74 2.43 2.12 2.90 3.68 2.59

LI 0.69 0.88 1.81 1.43 1.44 3.76 1.67

TA 2.42 1.90 3.36 3.36 4.88 5.42 3.56

VE 3.10 2.80 4.25 4.53 3.81 6.14 4.11

FV 3.46 0.81 3.29 2.93 3.62 4.17 3.05

EM 2.39 2.02 2.86 3.93 3.23 4.64 3.18

TU 1.71 0.64 2.73 3.29 2.81 5.06 2.70

UM 3.15 2.64 4.50 2.61 4.57 4.45 3.65

MA 3.38 2.37 3.88 4.60 2.93 2.17 3.22

LA 3.25 0.50 2.53 4.60 3.62 5.14 3.27

AB 6.19 4.43 4.00 7.39 4.10 5.56 5.28

MO 6.72 3.00 6.51 8.65 3.72 1.83 5.07

CM 2.57 1.59 2.82 3.34 2.54 4.04 2.82

AP 1.84 2.76 3.29 3.55 3.45 3.74 3.11

BA 4.12 1.61 5.67 9.32 4.28 2.45 4.57

CL 2.65 1.99 3.48 5.04 2.69 6.67 3.75

SI 0.89 1.17 3.29 3.08 4.37 3.80 2.77

SA 2.56 1.96 4.41 3.54 5.00 2.79 3.38

Average 2.91 1.75 3.38 3.83 3.56 4.05 3.25

Column headers: Food: Food, Beverages and Tobao; Textiles; Textiles, Clothing, Leather

and footwear; Wood: Wood, rubber and sundries produts; Metal: Metal produts, mahinery

and transport equipment; NMet: Non-metalli minerals and mineral produts; Paper: Paper

and printing. Row headers: PI: Piedmont; AV: Aosta Valley; LI: Liguria; TA: Trentino-Alto

Adige; LO: Lombardy; VE: Venetia; EM = Emilia-Romagna; TU: Tusany; MA: Marhes; UM =

Umbria; LA: Latium; AB = Abruzzi; MO: Molise; CM = Campania; AP: Apulia; BA: Basiliata;

CL: Calabria; SI: Siily; SA; Sardinia. In bold ase: values greater than the national olumn

average (bottom row).

Soure: Authors' elaborations on CRENoS data.

regional series. Following routine pratie, we formally tested the hypothesis of

non-stationarity using the ADF-GLS test by Elliot et al. (1996), allowing for a

linear deterministi trend and seleting the lag length on the basis of the modi�ed

AIC riterion. The results, as detailed in setion A2.1 of the Appendix, imply that

the series as a panel are non-stationary.
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Figure 2: Value added: regional aggregates, 1861-1913 and 1970-2003
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Soure: Panel A: Ciarelli and Fenoaltea (2009, 2014). Panel B: CRENoS.

4 Modelling strong dependene

The desriptive analysis onsidered so far on�rmed that our datasets, referring to

1861-1913 and 1970-2003, are non-stationary and onsiderably heterogenous. Of

ourse, this is hardly surprising in view of the rather large ross-setion sample sizes

(respetively, 159 and 120 industry-region pairs), the large regional di�erentials,

and, in the ase of the 19th entury data, the rather high level of detail of the

disaggregation over industries, and long time span. The assumption of a single

ommon fator is thus hardly defendable, and we shall follow the more general

strategy outlined at the end of Setion 2, estimating the fators and their loadings

using PCs. Given the rather large ombined industries×regions ross-setional

dimension, the omputationally onvenient solution is to estimate the latent fators

as the eigenvetors orresponding to the k largest eigenvalues of the T ×T matrix

YY
′
(e.g., Bai, 2004). Given the fator estimates, the loadings are obtained as

Λ = Y
′
F/T 2. An often deliate point of prinipal omponents studies is dealing

with the sale of the variables. Here we adopt total population as the sale element.

While total population is available with annual frequeny for 1970-2003, for the

19th entury we have only data for seleted benhmark years, when the population

ensuses were taken (1861, 1871, 1901, 1911).

8

In this ase annual estimates have

then been onstruted by linear interpolation. We pass to illustrate the estimation

of the fator models for the two datasets in turn.

8

Due to �nanial di�ulties, the population ensus of 1891 was not taken.
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Figure 3: Value added in the Italian industries.
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4.1 Non-stationary ommon fators, 1861-1913

The �rst step of our analysis involves estimating the non-stationary fators through

a stati fator analysis, as in Bai (2004). Table 3 shows that by allowing for

a maximum of four fators the three information riteria suggested by Bai give

partially ontrasting results.

The �rst information riterion, IPC1, is minimised by three fators, but the

di�erene with the value for two fators is marginal. The seond, IPC2, is equal at
the seond deimal point with two and three fators, and the third, IPC3, favours
one fator. With the maximum set at three fators IPC1 and IPC2 suggest instead

two fators, while IPC3 still one. Considering also that IPC3 is onsistent only

when the ross-setion dimension is not large relatively to the time dimension, the

14



Table 3: Stati Fator Model Information Criteria, 1861-1913

Max=4 Max=3

Fators IPC1 IPC2 IPC3 IPC1 IPC2 IPC3

1 3.20 3.24 3.99 3.41 3.47 4.53

2 2.55 2.64 4.13 2.99 3.11 5.19

3 2.51 2.64 4.85 3.17 3.35 6.45

4 2.82 2.99 5.91

Figures in bold represent minimum value for eah olumn (=best)

suggestions stemming from IPC1 and IPC2 may be onsidered overall as more

reliable, and two fators seems a reasonable hoie. This onlusion is further

supported from the �nding that the residuals are indeed stationary, implying that

two I(1) fators are su�ient to apture all non-stationarity of our dataset. Sine
the estimated residuals of fator models onverge asymptotially to the population

unobserved values (Bai, 2004, lemma 1) their time series properties an be studied

using unit root tests designed for observed data. To this end we omputed standard

univariate ADF tests and the bootstrap panel unit root test by Chang (2004); all

the results fully support stationarity.

9

Figure 4, panel A illustrates the temporal evolution of the two non-stationary

fators, that is the two orthogonal omponents that ontribute to explain the

growth of the manufaturing industries. The �rst fator is an essentially monotonous

trend apturing long-term growth (hene, the �Trend� label). The seond one is

a long yle, with peaks at the extremes of the sample and through in the 1890's

(when the trend also slowed down, with a few years of negative growth), a period

long enough to make it non-stationary for the sample at hand. We shall refer to

this seond fator as �Cyle�.

10

It is instrutive to ompare the paths followed by these two fators with the

periodization proposed by Italy's eonomi historians. The literature aknowledges

that the years 1880-1887 a. were of rapid industrial growth, the years 1887-1895

a of eonomi risis, and the years 1895-1913 a of sustained growth again (Bahi,

1919; Luzzato, 1963, p. 263 referring to the 1889-1894 period as the �darkest years

sine uni�ation�.

9

Results are reported in setion A2.2 of the Appendix.

10

But again this label should not be taken to imply that it is stationary, and a �Long Cyle�

label might be admittedly more appropriate. E�etively this long yle is remarkably lose to

the one identi�ed by Kondratie� in his 1925 work (see, e.g., Papageorgiou and Tsoul�dis, 2012).
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Figure 4: Estimates of non-stationary ommon fators and loadings, 1861-1913
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NW=North-West (Piedmont, Liguria, Lombardy); NE = North-East (Venetia, Emilia); Center

(Tusany, Marhes, Umbria, Latium); South (Abruzzi, Campania, Apulia, Basiliata, Calabria,

Siily, Sardinia).
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Based on extremely detailed and doumented statistial reonstrutions Fenoal-

tea (2011) shows that the long swings of the Italian industry desribed above (the

growth of the 1880s, the risis of the 1890s, and the upswing of the new entury)

where not only an Italian phenomena. Rather, they represented a ofeature shared

by the peripheral ountries of the time, tied to the exogenous shift in the supply

of foreign apital, and muh involved the onstrution setor. The historial data

show that during the 1890s new onstrutions in the railway setor, other pub-

li works and urban onstrution dropped onsiderably.

11

The historial data by

Fenoaltea further on�rm that the �rst deade of the 20th entury was of rapid

eonomi upsurge (on the point also see Ciarelli and Fenoaltea, 2007). The above

narrative is fully in line with the evidene of Figure 4, with mutually reinforing

rising Trend and Cyle sine 1895 a fueling the big spurt of the Italian eonomy

during the belle èpoque.

The two non-stationary fators onsidered so far are not separately identi�ed

from the orresponding regional and setoral loadings. The latter reveal essentially

how national fators impat on regional and setoral growth. Figure 4, panel B

illustrate the averages over manufaturing setors.

12

The 16 regions are ordered

following the same North to South geographial order of Table 1. Even a quik

glane at the loadings of the Trend, reveals immediately that the NW onstitutes

the leading area, the NE and Center the intermediate ones, and the the South the

lagging behind. Setting the average over all industries for Piedmont=100, those of

Liguria and Lombardy (the other two regions of the North-West) are respetively

91 and 97: the grand national average over industries and regions, 67, is almost

one third lower. Both NE regions (Venetia and Emilia), have means lose to the

national average. The same holds for Centre (Tusany, Marhes, Umbria, Latium),

where however the regional values vary widely between a minimum of 32 (Latium)

and a maximum of 100 (Umbria), the latter tied to the rapid development of the

State-proteted Terni steel plant and ironworks sine the mid-1880s. Finally, the

average of the southern regions is 52, with values below the average registered in

Basiliata, Calabria, and Siily.

Figure 4, panel B also illustrates the average loading of the seond non-stationary

omponent, the Cyle (whih, as panel A shows, has a minimum about in the mid-

11

In 1887 the ollapse of the real estate bubble aused a severe �nanial risis. A number of

major banks whih had extended generous redit to the building setor ran into serious di�ulties.

The 1893 bankrupty of the �Bana Romana� (one of the six national banks authorized at the

time to issue paper money) and the arrest of its Governor Tanlongo marked an epoh. The

Italian banking system was ompletely reshaped and the reation in the same year of the Bank

of Italy, was one of the main institutional innovation of this period. It marked a deisive step

towards the uni�ation of note issuane and the ontrol of money supply.

12

All these remarks largely hold if we look at the medians, not reported here for reasons of

spae.
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dle of the sample period, and approximately similar values at the extremes). We

notie that the north-eastern and southern regions appear to be the most vulner-

able to ylial swings.

13

On the opposite, the north-western ones are the least

a�eted by long-term ylial �utuations.

The joint analysis of Figure 4, panel A and B is partiularly informative. The

two fators have an opposite tendeny up to the late 1880s (the Trend rises, the

Cyle falls) but later, after the mid 1890s, tend to move together. It is interesting

to note that the in North-West maro area, but to some extent also Tusany, we

�nd both high values of the average loadings of the Trend and positive values for

those of the Cyle, so that it bene�ted partiularly from the rapid aeleration of

the manufaturing industry experiened by the Italian eonomy at about the turn

of the entury.

14

Table 4: Averages aross regions of the loadings of the non-stationary fators,

1861-1913

Food Text Clothing Leather Wood

Trend 100 98.5 229.9 212.7 227.4

Cyle -100 16.3 -16.3 190.4 -18.6

Metal Eng NMet Chem Paper

Trend 586.6 236.4 343.7 440.1 609.4

Cyle -19.3 -25.7 -205.0 -196.1 -145.7

Food: Foodstu�s; Text: Textiles; Cloth: Clothing; Leath: Leather; Metal: Metalmaking; Eng:

Engineering; NMet: Non-metal mineral produts; Chem: Chemials and rubber.

Taking averages of the loadings in the other diretions, over regions, is infor-

mative on the role played by the various manufaturing setors. In Table 4 we

report the averages over all regions taking (arbitrarily) Textiles as a referene se-

tor, hene with its average normalised to 100 for the Trend and -100 for the Cyle,

in order to preserve the signs. We an see that the highest loadings of the Trend

are assoiated with industries produing investment and intermediate goods (Pa-

per, Metalmaking, Chemials). On the other hand, Non Mineral Metal produts,

Chemials and Leather were amongst the setors most sensitive to the Cyle.

13

The ase of Basiliata, the only region with positive and sizeable average loading of the

Cyle is interesting and at the same time hard to interpret. It ould be tied to its migration

out�ows. Aording to the population ensuses of 1871, 1881, 1901 and 1911 Basiliata is the

only Italian region registering a systemati redution of its male labor fore (men of age 15

years and above). Note that despite improving eonomi onditions during 1895-1913 a, Italian

emigration out�ows were partiularly sizeable.

14

See Ciarelli and Fahin (2016) for an empirial investigation of manufaturing produtivity

growth in Italian provines during 1871-1911.
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Overall, the evidene onsidered so far is onsistent with the view that during

1861-1913 the Italian eonomy was haraterized by the emergene and onsoli-

dation of the North-West as the main industrial area of the ountry. This devel-

opment was in turn tied to the emergene and development of heavy manufatur-

ing setors, often subsidized by the State, suh as metalmaking and engineering

(Bianhi, 2002; Felie, 2015).

4.2 Stationary ommon fators, 1861-1913

We assess the existene of ommon stationary fators using two measures of ross-

dependene, the CD test and the α exponent.

Table 5: Cross-setion dependene statistis, 1861-1913

Data Residuals Step 1 Residuals Step 2

CD 530.55
[0.00]

15.32
[0.00]

−1.10
[0.86]

α 0.96 0.64 0.50

CD: H0 : weak ross-setion dependene, p-value in brakets. Residuals Step 1 : residuals of Bai

model with two non-stationary fators estimated by PC. Residuals Step 2 : residuals of regression

of Residuals Step 1 on two ross-setion averages.

Comparing the values obtained for the original data (Table 5, row 1, label

�Data�) and for the residuals of the Bai model allowing for two non-stationary

fators (row 2, label �Residuals Step 1�) we an see that aounting only for these

leaves a onsiderable amount of unexplained pervasive dependene in the data. The

α exponent

15

, although muh redued (from 0.96 to 0.64) is still greater than 0.5

(the threshold value separating weak and strong dependene), and the hypothesis

of weak dependene for and de-fatored data is strongly rejeted by the CD test

in favour of that of strong dependene. Hene, there de�nitely seem to be some

stationary ommon fators we need to estimate and remove before proeeding to

the estimation of spatial models. Bai (2004) desribes a generalized estimation

proedure supposed to yield estimates of these fators and assoiated loadings.

Unfortunately, implementation of this algorithm led to rather poor results, with

all information riteria always suggesting the maximum number of fators, for any

hoie of this value. This is not entirely surprising, sine Bailey, et al. (2016) and

Maiejowska (2010) report exatly the same problem. Given the unreliability of

Bai's algorithm we devised an hybrid approah, estimating the stationary fators

à la Pesaran (2006) by ross-setion averages of the residuals of the non-stationary

15

Bailey et al. (2015) propose three di�erent estimators of α, that here turned to be always

idential.
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fator model. Loadings an then obtained simply regressing the data to be de-

fatored on these estimates.

Figure 5: Estimates of stationary ommon fators, 1861-1913
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The struture of our data leads naturally to hypothesise two fators, respe-

tively ommon to the onsumption goods industries (brie�y, CG: Food, Textiles,

Clothing, Leather) and the intermediate and investment goods ones (brie�y, IIG:

Wood, Metalmaking, Engineering, Non metalli mineral produts, Chemials, Pa-

per). These averages are plotted in Figure 5.

16

The average of the residuals of

the IIG industries shows muh wider �utuations than that over the CG ones.

Our estimates of the I(1) unobserved permanent omponents appear thus able to

explain a muh larger fration of the �utuations of value added for the CG indus-

tries than for the IIG ones. Further, in both ases the values around the downturn

of the 1890s are positive (i.e., our estimates of the I(1) unobserved permanent

omponents are smaller than the atual data), while the opposite happens during

the reovery that took plae in the following deades. This pattern is partiu-

larly evident for the IIG industries. Transitory fators thus seem to have redued

both the adverse impat of the risis and the speed of the reovery. Note further

that from the third row of Table 5 (label �Residuals Step 2�) we an see that by

16

Interestingly, a similar pattern is illustrated in Fenoaltea (2011), p. 39 Figure 1.05, panel

B, illustrating the temporal evolution of the annual hanges in prodution during 1861-1913

separately for durable and non-durable industries.
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subtrating from the residuals of the non-stationary Bai model the estimates of

the ommon stationary omponents obtained in this way, no unexplained strong

ross-setion dependene is left in the data.

4.3 Common fators, 1970-2003

Let us now examine the stati fator estimation for the 20th entury data. Table 6

shows that the �rst two information riteria are minimised by the hoie of two

fators, while the third one by one fator only. However, realling that IPC3 is

not reliable with the sample sizes at hand (large N/T ratio) we settle for two

non-stationary fators.

Table 6: Stati Fator Model Information Criteria, 1970-2003

Max=4

Fators IPC1 IPC2 IPC3

1 2.98 3.04 4.06

2 2.91 3.02 5.03

3 3.18 3.35 6.33

4 3.66 3.87 7.80

Bold fae: min for eah olumn (=best).

The two fators (Figure 6, panel A), are strikingly similar to those estimated

for the 19th entury: a trend, hereafter �Trend�, and a very long yle, hereafter

�Cyle�, with a single peak around 1980, when the Trend also slows down notie-

ably.

17

During the 1970s both fators grew, the Cyle at a more aelerate rate

than the Trend, while sine 1980 they essentially send opposite impulses, exept

a short swing upwards of the Cyle at the end of the sample. These patterns are

fully in line with the widely aepted view of the Italian industrialization over the

last 50 years (see, among others, Graziani, 2000; Bianhi, 2002.) After the end of

the Bretton Woods era in 1971, urreny devaluation was often used to gain prie

ompetitiveness against trade partners, espeially so after the oil shoks of the

1970s. It was lear that CPI in�ation rates above 20% were not sustainable. Italy

joined the European Monetary System (EMS) in 1979 and the ountry was not

allowed to devalue the urreny as in the routine pratie of the previous years.

18

17

As already notied when onsidering the 19th entury data, the �Cyle� label attahed to

the seond fator should not be taken to imply that it is stationary, and a �Long Cyle� label

might be in this respet onsidered more appropriate).

18

Under the EMS member urrenies agreed to keep their foreign exhange rates within a

band of +/- 2.25%. An institutional arrangement resembling ultimately the market-based �gold

points� mehanism of the Gold Standard international monetary regime operating in the 19th

entury.
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Figure 6: Estimates of non-stationary ommon fators, 1970-2003
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NW=North-West (Piedmont, Aosta Valley, Liguria, Lombardy); NE = North-East (Trentino-

Alto Adige, Venetia, Friuli-Venezia Giulia); Center (Emilia, Tusany, Marhes, Umbria, Latium);

South (Abruzzi, Molise, Campania, Apulia, Basiliata, Calabria, Siily, Sardinia).
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After the so alled �divore� of 1981, the Bank of Italy was freed from the obli-

gation to purhase the unsold publi debt at the Treasury autions, and monetary

poliy beome ultimately more restritive (Toniolo, 2013). The hanging maroe-

onomi senario had a ruial impat on the struture and regional realloation of

Italian industry (Graziani 2000, Bianhi 2002, Biano 2003). Employment in large

�rms, prevalently loated in the North-West, redued onsiderably in the 1980s

(Toniolo, 2013, p. 471 reporting evidene on employees in plants with more than

500 hundred workers from 1927 to 2006). The redution in employment went along

with a general renewal of plants and mahineries, and more �exible and innovative

type of organization to inrease produtivity at levels at least ompatible with the

limits imposed by the EMS, and the related regime of restritive monetary poliy

(Rossi, 2007).

Turning bak to the empirial analysis, to hek if our estimated fators are

atually able to aount for long-run growth of value added over regions and in-

dustries we �rst of all ompute the ADF-GLS tests on the de-fatored series. The

plot of their p−values (see FigureA3 in the Appendix), shows that in most ases

de-fatoring appears to be e�etive and the residual series stationary. However,

for a non-negligible number of series this is not the ase. Of ourse, this is hardly

surprising in view of the omplex events rapidly summarised above. More pre-

isely, we ind that out of 120 tests 13 are not signi�ant at 5%, and 8 even at 10%.

Consistently, Chang's panel F−test for the hypothesis that the de-fatored data

are I(1), turns out to be equal to 61.34, not signi�ant aording to the bootstrap
estimate of the p-value equal to 16.4 perent. Problems seem to be partiularly

ommon in the Textile industry, where the de-fatored data for eight regions follow

losely related paths with long swings away from the mean. We thus proeeded

to further de-fator these series by simple OLS regressions from a fator de�ned

as their average

19

. Formally we ould say that the model has three fators, with

the loadings of the third fator onstrained to be zero for the all the other se-

ries. After this seond-stage de-fatoring the panel unit root test is 63.09, with a

bootstrap p-value 12.1. This is somehow borderline, suggesting a non entirely neg-

ligible number of residuals still follow non-stationary patterns. Clearly, iterating

the approah used for the Textile industry we ould easily redue to stationar-

ity all the remaining non-stationary residuals. However, sine these are sattered

aross di�erent regions and industries with no obvious ommon links these other

fators would be void of any meaning and only serve the purpose of mehanially

apturing the residual long-run dependene. We thus deided to favour parsimony

and settle for what we an label as a �two+one� spei�ation of the non-stationary

part of the fator model. The hypothesis that these three fators provide an ade-

19

Details (residuals, tests and estimates) are not reported here for reasons of spae, but are

available on request.
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quate representation is supported that the result of the ross-setion dependene

test, whih does not rejet the null hypothesis of weak dependene with a p-value
lose to 0.90 (see Table 7). We thus do not need to proeed to the estimation of

stationary ommon fators, as it was instead neessary for the 19th entury data.

This onlusion however, does not exlude the existene of �ylial lubs�, i.e.

groups of regions or industries following ommon idiosynrati stationary yles.

Although learly interesting to investigate for their own sake, in our modelling

strategy suh lubs are irrelevant, and the issue will thus not be pursued here.

Table 7: Cross-setion dependene statistis, 1970-2003

Data Residuals Step 2

CD 346.91
[0.00]

−1.18
[0.88]

α 0.96 0.47

CD: H0 : weak dependene, p-value in brakets. Residuals Step 2 : residuals of Bai model with

two non-stationary fators estimated by PC and one fator for the textile industry in eight

regions.

Figure 6, panel B illustrates the regional averages of the loadings of both fa-

tors. The regions are ordered aording to a geographial riterium with regions of

the North-West followed by the regions of North-East, Center, and South. First of

all, North-East and South have broadly omparable loadings of the Trend, in both

ases muh higher than those of the North-West, with the Centre falling somewhere

in between. As far as the NE and the Centre are onerned this is onsistent with

the standard view that by the mid-'90's these two areas had aught up with the

North-West. As notied in Bianhi (2002) sine the 1980s, prodution beame less

homogeneous and standardized, and more diverse and di�erentiated as organiza-

tions and eonomies of sale were replaed with organizations and eonomies of

sope. Firms or relatively redued size, often lustered in relatively small geograph-

ial areas and speialized in light setors like foodstu�s, textile, leather, furniture

�ourished (on the so alled �industrial distrits� see e.g. Beattini et al., 2001).

The phenomenon was partiulary pronouned in the North-East and the Center

of Italy, at the point that the traditional North-South partition of the ountry

was more and more replaed in the literature with the three maro area North-

West (NW), Center/North-East (NEC), and South (S), the so alled �three Italies�

(see Bagnaso 1977). The high values of the ertain Southern regions (above all

Abruzzi and Molise) are, on the ontrary, somehow unexpeted, as the athing-

up proess of South with the North is ommonly onsidered to have stopped by

the mid-'70s (inter alia, Terrasi, 1999, Di Liberto, 2008). However, one has to

onsider the possible ounterbalaning role played by the loadings of the Cyle.

E�etively, the joint analysis of Figure 6, panels A-B shows that the loadings of
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the Cyle, are positive in most Central regions, but also in ertain Northern (see

the ase of Liguria) and Southern regions (see the ases of Abruzzo and Sardinia).

Hene, in the expansionary phase (from 1980 until the mid-90's) the ontributions

to growth of the Cyle (λ2j∆F2t) are generally positive in most Northern regions

(thus strengthening those oming from the Trend) and negative in the Central and

Southern regions (thus weakening those from the Trend). Within the North-West,

one notie the ase of Liguria, one among leading industrial regions, with load-

ings not dissimilar by that of other Central and Southern regions (ompare, for

instane, with the loadings os Sardinia).

Table 8: Averages aross regions of the loadings of the non-stationary fators,

1970-2003

Food Textiles Non Met Metal Paper Wood

Trend 100 61 102 124 141 110

Cyle -100 64 33 168 22 69

Food: Food, Beverages and Tobao; Textiles; Textiles, Clothing, Leather and footwear; Wood:

Wood, rubber and sundries produts; Metal: Metal produts, mahinery and transport equip-

ment; Nmmp: Non-metalli minerals and mineral produts; Paper: Paper and printing. In bold

ase: values greater than the national olumn average (bottom row). NB: the loadings of the

trend are normalised on the Food industry (Food = 100 for the Trend and food =-100 for the

Cyle.)

Comments for the struture aross industries (Table 8) are unfortunately lim-

ited by the small number of ases. Two points stand out learly: on one hand the

deline of the Textile, Clothing and Leather industry, whih has the smallest av-

erage loadings of the Trend and largest loadings of the Cyle (thus reeiving large

negative ontributions to growth after 1980) and on the other the robust growth

of the Paper and printing industry, whih has opposite features (large Trend load-

ings and small Cyle loadings). The Food industry has an interesting loadings

struture, with those of the Trend relatively small (hene, omparatively small

ontributions to growth) but those of the Cyle negative. Hene, the latter gave a

negative ontribution when the Cyle was in the expansionary phase (1970-1980),

but a positive one in the ontration phase (1980-2003, most of the sample).

5 Modelling weak dependene

We have seen in the previous setions that using fator modelling we obtained for

both temporal periods de-fatored series that are stationary over time and only

weakly dependent over the ross-setion dimension. Ideally, the next step would

be to estimate a full panel spatial autoregressive model inluding all regions and
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industries, so to model all their interations. In priniple, this is a straightforward

task; the log-likelihood of model of this type is reported by e.g., Elhorst (2014).

In pratie, this is not the ase. First, we would need a spatial weight matrix with

entries for all industry/region pairs. To onstrut suh a matrix we would need

information on disaggregated interregional trade �ows whih simply do not exist.

Seond, the likelihood would inlude a matrix of dimension (T ·R ·N)2, in our ase
of an order so high (about 72 × 106) to be likely to ause serious omputational

problems. Clearly, in these irumstanes we are fored to abandon the ambition of

modelling all the interations aross industries and regions. Sine for eah industry

we an onstrut a purely spatial weight matrix from geographi information, we

may follow an option whih is standard pratie in the related literature on multi-

regional input-output analysis (see, e.g., Hewings, 1985), namely assuming that

the global regions/industries spatial weight matrix is blok-diagonal. In other

terms, the weights are non-zero only for the spatial weights for the same industry

in di�erent regions. Formally, let Wij be the R×R weights matrix measuring the

proximity between industries i and j aross the R regions. Then, under blok-

diagonality Wij = 0R×R if i 6= j, and the overall spatial weight matrix is:

WN×R=




W11 0 . . . 0

0 W22 . . . 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0 0 . . . WNN




Under this ontiguity struture the spatial models are estimated separately for

eah industry. Given the rather large dimension of the spatial units we adopted

for all industries binary ontiguity weights, with wrs = 1 for regions r, s sharing a
border and zero else. For the two main islands, Siily and Sardinia, we proeeded

as follows. Siily has been onsidered a neighbour of Calabria, from whih it is

separated by the narrow (less than 5 km wide) strait of Messina. The regions

losest to the other island, Sardinia, are Liguria, Tusany and Latium. Sine basi

o�ial statistis on Italian regional sea trade for the 20th entury show that the

three regions had good onnetions with Sardinia, they have been eah inluded in

Sardinia's neighbourhood. However, things were di�erent in the previous entury.

Although Latium is lose to Sardinia in bird �y distane, it had no important

ports, present instead in Liguria and Tusany.

20

Denote by Z = Y−F̂Λ̂−ĜΦ̂ the estimated de-fatored data, where the hat

20

For instane, we onsulted historial soures on sea transport and found that in 1871 the

total tonnage of ships registered in Liguria was above 600 thousands tonnes (of whih 25 steam

vessells), in Tusany above 50 thousands, and in Latium only about 2 thousands. Thus, for this

period we deided to inlude in the neighbourhood of Sardinia only Liguria and Tusany.
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indiates estimate

21

. Further, let Z
i
be the T × R blok of Z inluding the data

for industry i in the R regions and Z
i
t its t-th row, whih ollets the observations

for all regions at time t. These an be modelled using a Spatial Dynami Panel:

Z
i
t = γ0Z

i
tW+γ1Z

i
t−1W + ρZi

t−1 + u
i
t (7)

The key parameter of (7) is the long-run, or stati, spillover oe�ient (γ0+γ1)/(1−
ρ). From the dynami point of view the understanding of (7) may be onsiderably

enhaned rewriting it in Spatial Equilibrium Corretion (SEC) form, i.e. as

∆Z
i
t = γ0∆Z

i
tW + (γ0 + γ1)(Z

i
t−1W − Z

i
t−1) + (ρ+ γ0 + γ1 − 1)Zi

t−1 + u
i
t (8)

The global (time and spatial) stationarity ondition of model (7) is (ρ + γ0 +
γ1) < 1, whih implies that the own starting level must have a negative e�et,

preisely the ondition for regional onvergene in the β−onvergene literature.
Aording to equation (8), growth of value added of industry i in eah region

at time t around the path determined by the e�et of the ommon fators depends

upon three elements:

(i) ontemporaneous growth of the same industry in the neighbouring regions, or

dynami spillover e�et, γ0∆Z
i
tW;

(ii) a SEC, or onvergene, term, ative in presene of di�erentials between neigh-

bouring regions

22

, (γ0 + γ1)(Z
i
t−1W − Z

i
t−1);

(iii) �nally, the own starting level, (ρ+ γ0 + γ1 − 1)Zi
t−1.

Hene, onditionally on the ommon omponents, growth is expeted to be

higher in regions with lower own initial levels and with neighbours whih have (i)
high growth rates and (ii) higher initial levels.

The estimates for the preferred spei�ations, obtained using the ML estimator

by Yu, de Jong and Lee (2008), are reported, respetively for the 19th entury and

20th entury datasets, in Tables 9 and 10. Let us examine them in turn.

21

The data for the Leather industry in the 19th entury appeared to be almost perfetly

orrelated with a ommon yle, not aptured by the �ltering. We thus proeeded to further

de-fator them fom their simple mean.

22

Note that this univariate SEC (whih has the e�et of shrinking spatial di�erentials of a

given variable) has nothing to do with the Error Corretion Mehanism whih may be de�ned

for a set of variables ointegrated over spae (whih has the e�et of making these to �move in

harmony through spae�, Fingleton, 1999, p. 13).
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Table 9: Dynami Spatial Panel models of de-fatored data - 1861-1913

γ0 (γ0 + γ1) (ρ+ γ0 + γ1 − 1) R2 LR(γ1 = −γ0)
(γ0+γ1)
(1−ρ)

CG Industries

Food 0.67
(0.02)

0.14
(0.03)

−0.10
(0.02)

0.49 22.94
[0.0]

0.58

Textiles −0.15
(0.04)

− −0.18
(0.02)

0.53 0.0001
[99.1]

−

Clothing 0.49
(0.03)

0.16
(0.03)

−0.14
(0.03)

0.50 23.49
[0.0]

0.53

Leather 0.25
(0.04)

0.05
(0.03)

−0.11
(0.03)

0.74 3.98
[4.6]

0.32

Wood 0.84
(0.007)

0.21
(0.02)

−0.06
(0.008)

0.38 71.3
[0.0]

0.79

IIG Industries

Metal 0.25
(0.04)

− −0.26
(0.02)

0.54 1.90
[16.8]

−

Eng 0.38
(0.04)

0.13
(0.03)

−0.17
(0.03)

0.53 15.66
[0.0]

0.45

Non Met 0.27
(0.04)

0.11
(0.03)

−0.15
(0.03)

0.59 10.54
[0.01]

0.43

Chemials 0.27
(0.04)

0.08
(0.04)

−0.14
(0.04)

0.61 4.48
[3.4]

0.35

Paper 0.66
(0.02)

0.19
(0.03)

−0.10
(0.02)

0.57 46.16
[0.0]

0.67

mean 0.48a 0.13b −0.12 0.55 0.51b

median 0.44a 0.14b −0.12 0.53 0.49b

In brakets: s.e.'s of oe�ient estimates, p-value ×100 of LR test; R2
: squared orrelation

oe�ient between observed and �tted values;

a
: of the positive values;

b
: exluding the missing

values.

5.1 1861-1913

First of all, from the third olumn of Table 9 we notie that the term (ρ + γ0 +
γ1−1) is always smaller enough than zero to onlude that the global stationarity

ondition is satis�ed. Note that this implies a (oeteris paribus) negative link

between initial level of the value added in a given region and its rate of growth.

A seond remark is that there seem to be onsiderable heterogeneity within both

the onsumption goods industries (Food, Textiles, Clothing, Leather) and the

intermediate and investment goods ones (Wood, Metalmaking, Engineering, Non

metalli mineral produts, Chemials, Paper), so that we shall omment from a

general point of view. As a �rst step, let us examine the last olumn, whih reports

the long-run spillover oe�ients (γ0+γ1)/(1−ρ), the key parameter of the model

in the form (7). There obviously is some heterogeneity, but mean and median are

both lose to 0.50, suggesting presene of rather strong spillover e�ets. Of ourse,

we should keep in mind that these e�ets are onditional on those of the ommon

fators, whih vary onsiderably over regions. Moving to the oe�ients of the
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SEC reparametrisation (8), we an see from olumns 1 and 2 that with two only

exeptions both γ0 and (γ0 + γ1) have always the expeted sign and are strongly

signi�ant. The two anomalies are the Textile and, partially, the Metal industry. In

the former the restrition (γ0+ γ1) = 0 annot be rejeted, so that no onvergene
e�ets seem to have been in ation, and the dynami spillover oe�ient γ0 has a
puzzling negative sign, while in the latter there is no onvergene e�et.

The dynami spillover oe�ient γ0 is otherwise rather large, ranging from 0.25

to 0.84 with a median of 0.38. The equilibrium orretion oe�ients, (γ0 + γ1),
ranging from 0.05 to 0.21 with mean and median about 0.14, are somehow smaller

but generally strongly signi�ant. These values imply oeteris paribus adjustment

periods ranging from 5 to 20 years with a typial length around 6 years, a rather

short time (but again, onditionally on the e�ets of the ommon fators).

5.2 1970-2003

From Table 10 we �rst see that the global stationarity ondition appears to be

safely satis�ed for the 1970-2003 models as well, on�rming the (oeteris paribus)

negative link between initial value and speed of growth. Seond, there are again

no obvious di�erenes between the onsumption goods industries (Foods, Textiles)

on one side and the investment and intermediate goods industries on the other.

Third, in the industries where the time-lagged spatial lag oe�ient γ1 is signif-

iant the hypothesis of no spatial equilibrium orretion (γ1 = −γ0) is always

rejeted, very strongly in two ases (Food and Non Metals, p−values pratially
zero) and rather strongly in the other two (Textiles and Metals, p−values 0.03 and
0.01). Conditional spatial equilibrium orretion seems thus to have taken plae

in all industries. The long-run oe�ients (γ0 + γ1) are all but one in the 0.25-

0.35 range. This implies adjustment periods between 3 and 4 years, shorter than

those estimated for the 19th entury. Finally, the long-run spillover oe�ients

(γ0 + γ1)/(1 − ρ) range from 0.45 to 0.59, with median 0.47, smaller than that

estimated for the 19th entury data but nevertheless suggesting presene of non

negligible spillover e�ets. Of ourse, we should always keep in mind that all these

spatial orretion e�ets are onditional on those of the ommon fators, whih

vary onsiderably over industries and regions.

6 Conlusions

Our purpose was twofold. First of all, to review the methods urrently available

for the analysis of regional datasets haraterised by possible non-stationarity over

time and both strong and weak spatial dependene. Seond, to present a represen-

tative ase study, a omparative analysis of the regional development of the Italian
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Table 10: Dynami Spatial Panel models of de-fatored data - 1970-2003

γ0 (γ0 + γ1) (ρ+ γ0 + γ1 − 1) R2 LR(γ1 = −γ0)
(γ0+γ1)
(1−ρ)

Food 0.50
(0.04)

0.32
(0.05)

−0.22
(0.05)

0.28 17.69
[0.0]

0.59

Textiles 0.18
(0.04)

0.09
(0.05)

−0.36
(0.06)

0.33 4.59
[0.03]

0.20

Metal 0.44
(0.04)

0.30
(0.06)

−0.32
(0.06)

0.16 6.04
[0.01]

0.49

Non Met 0.44
(0.04)

0.26
(0.06)

−0.32
(0.06)

0.18 12.4
[0.0]

0.45

Paper 0.30
(0.04)

0.30
(0.04)

a −0.36
(0.05)

0.13 −a 0.45

Wood 0.34
(0.04)

0.34
(0.04)

a −0.31
(0.05)

0.14 −a 0.53

mean 0.37 0.27 −0.32 0.20 0.45
median 0.39 0.30 −0.32 0.17 0.47

In brakets: s.e.'s of oe�ient estimates, p-value ×100 of LR test.

a
: γ1 = 0. R2

: squared

orrelation oe�ient between observed and �tted values.

manufaturing industry in the seond halves of the 19th and 20the entury.

With the respet to the �rst point, our onlusion is that the hoie of the

modelling strategies must be ditated by the harateristis of the dataset: how

many ommon fators are likely to be present, and if they are observable or not.

In the simple ase when the ommon fator struture an be adequately spei�ed

a priori, the best option is arguably to follow Hallek Vega and Elhorst (2016),

speifying fator-augmented spatial models apturing simultaneously weak and

strong spatial dependene. In the more general (and probably ommon) ase

when the data depend upon an unknown number of unobservable ommon fators

we suggest a two-step modelling strategy, similar to that advoated by Bailey et

al. (2016). First, �t a dynami fator model, with the number of fators estimated

using one of the information riteria proposed in the literature and fators and

loadings by PCs. As disussed below, in some irumstanes an hybrid approah

making joint use of PC and simple averages may be required. Seond, test the

hypotheses that the estimated residuals are (i) non-stationary over time, and, (ii)
weakly dependent over spae. If the former is rejeted and the latter is not proeed

to estimate a dynami spatial panel model for the de-fatored data.

Following this modelling strategy we have been able to explore thoroughly our

datasets. The �rst step was to estimate the number of non-stationary fators.

Exploiting the proedure by Bai (2004) we found just two non-stationary fators

su�ient to explain long-run growth of the all the series examined both for the 19th

and the 20th entury. The fators are remarkably similar for the two datasets, an

essentially monotonous trend and a very long yle, non stationary over the period
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of study.

The seond step, estimating the ommon stationary fators, turned out to be

unneessary for the 20th entury data, as the weak dependene hypothesis annot

be rejeted for the de-fatored data. For the 19th entury data the stationary

fators ould have been in priniple be arried out also applying Bai's methods,

but in pratie this turned out to be unreliable. We thus opted for an hybrid

approah, setting a priori the number of ommon stationary fators to two (the

ommon yles of onsumption goods industries and intermediate and investment

goods industries) and estimating them using ross-setion averages as in Pesaran

(2006). This hoie, although entirely a priori, is supported by the �nding that

de-fatored data are only weakly dependent over the ross-setion dimension.

The �nal step of the study, namely the estimation of dynami spatial panel

models, revealed for both datasets a tendeny to onditional onvergene aross

neighbouring regions. In view of the large regional di�erentials typial of the Ital-

ian eonomy this may appear surprising. However, we should reall that these

onvergene e�ets are onditional on those of the ommon fators. The spatial

struture of the loadings highlights a deep regional realloation of the Italian man-

ufaturing industry ourred over the last 150 years. In the 19th entury fator

loadings have a lear spatial pattern resulting in growth muh faster in the North,

espeially the North-West, than in the South: we ould thus have growing regional

di�erentials in presene of signi�ant onditional onvergene e�ets. In the 20th

entury the spatial struture of the loadings hanges, with the NW lagging behind,

and the NE and some of the regions of the Centre and the South undergoing a

phase of more aelerated growth, with positive ontribution from both fators in

the 1970's. Sine about 1980, negative ontributions from the seond fator result

in the onvergene proess of the South reahing an end, while this ontinued for

the North-Eastern regions.

Appendix A

A1 Data

The data for 1861-1913 are taken from a omprehensive dataset of annual time

series of value added at 1911 pries, disaggregated for 12 industries and 16 Italian

regions at 1911 borders (Ciarelli and Fenoaltea, 2009, 2014). The series are avail-

able at the Bank of Italy website https://www.banaditalia.it/pubbliazioni/

altre-pubbliazioni-storihe/produzione-industriale-1861-1913/, while

others (inluding Food, Wood, Paper) are still preliminary, and are based on ongo-

ing researh. The data have been onstruted on the basis of a wide set of primary

historial soures, inluding industrial and population ensus. The estimation
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strategy varies with the industrial setor and the historial soures available, and

thus annot be desribed in full detail here. However, the �rst step has always

been to obtain data for physial prodution of the single produts at the regional

level. For instane, in the ase of the Chemial industry regional volume time

series for about 100 produts (various aids, fertilizers, rubber, et.) have been

onstruted. Then, eah volume series has been transformed into a value added

series at 1911 pries using a unit value added oe�ient evaluated for 1911. These

oe�ients have been estimated using historial data on wage and apital (for

details see Ciarelli and Fenoaltea, 2009, 2014 and referenes therein).

The data on value added at 1995 pries for 1970-2003 whih over six industries

for 20 regions have been downloaded on Otober, 2, 2016 from the website of the

CRENoS researh entre of the University of Cagliari (http://renos.unia.

it/renos/databases/database-regio-it-1970-2004).

Figure A1: Italian regions

 

The olors are broadly indiative of the maroareas (North-West, North-East,Center, Continental

South and Islands) usually onsidered in the literature.

The four regions added to the 16 already existing in the 19th entury are Aosta

Valley, a small area of the Western Alps formerly inluded in Piedmont; Friuli-

Venezia Giulia, formed by the north-eastern part of Venetia and the towns of
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Trieste and Gorizia, part of the Austrian empire until 1918; Trentino-Alto Adige,

north of Venetia, also annexed from Austria after the First World War; Molise,

a small area formerly part of Abruzzi. Consequently, the modern regions Veneto

and Abruzzi are respetively (and approximately) de�ned as 19th entury Venetia

minus Friuli-Venezia Giulia, and 19th entury Abruzzi minus Molise. The borders

of the 20 regions are mapped in Figure A1.

A2 Unit root tests

A2.1 Data

Following routine pratie, we tested the hypothesis of non-stationarity of the data

using the ADF-GLS test by Elliot et al. (1996), allowing for a linear deterministi

trend and seleting the lag length on the basis of the modi�ed AIC riterion.

Results are summarised in Figure A2, panel A. As it is immediately seen, using

ustomary signi�ane values almost all statistis fall in the non-rejetion region.

More preisely, no statisti falls below the 1% ritial value (the smallest statisti

is −3.32, muh higher than the 1% ritial value, −3.77), and only two and �ve

(out of 159, hene 1% and 3% of the total) respetively exeed the 5% and 10%

ritial values. In the light of this overwhelming evidene we did not onsider

neessary to run a proper panel unit root test to onlude the all the series of our

dataset are non-stationary.

Figure A2: ADF-GLS unit root tests with onstant and trend
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The vertial lines represent the ritial values of the test (10%=-2.89; 5%=-3.19;1%=-3.77)

From Figure A2, panel B we an see that a entury later behaviour appears

somehow less non-stationary: for instane, at the 5% signi�ane level one tenth

of the tests suggest rejetion. We thus run a formal panel unit root test, the
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bootstrap F -test by Chang (2004). The estimated F statisti for H0 : �all series
are I(1)� is 20.95, with a probability under H0 estimated by the bootstrap (1000

redrawings) as 29.9 perent, omfortably higher than any ustomary value. We

an then onlude that the series as a panel are non-stationary.

A2.2 Fator model residuals

Here we provide some more detail for the 19th entury tests, as those for the

modern period, also graphially illustrated in this Appendix, are disussed in the

main text. Consistently with a priori expetations of stationarity, from Fig. A3

we an see that 90% of the p-values of the statistis for the individual residual

series are smaller than 0.10. The impression of stationarity is fully on�rmed by

Chang's (2004) testing proedure. The F -statisti for H0 : �all residuals are I(1)�
is 165.26. Using 1000 redrawings the entire bootstrap estimate of the distribution

of the statistis lies on the left of this value, so that the bootstrap estimate of its

p-value is zero at all deimal digits.

Figure A3: P-values of the ADF unit root tests of non-stationarity of the

residuals of the fator model with two non-stationary fators.
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